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• An ever-expanding wealth of reference materials is available in an electronic format  
• “Fair use” criteria are incorporated into the United States Copyright law and should both guide and 

facilitate decisions about the utilization of copyrighted materials in the medical education setting.  
• Fair use strictures explicitly allow for the use of copyrighted content (e.g. a diagram or image from a 

textbook, a medical journal, or an on-line resource) to which students and trainees often already 
have "fair use" access rights.  
• Specific copyrighted images / figures / tables can be used for PowerPoint files & Compilations 

and can be made accessible to meet defined educational course goals 
 AND 

• Comply with licensing, fair use, and TEACH act restrictions 
• The four-factor fair use tests provide a mechanism to assess materials so that 

• Useful materials can be made available to audience for whom the licence was negotiated (ECU 
(and Vidant) Faculty, Students, and Residents) 
• Providing ready access to a small part of a bigger work 
• Key Issue: Access limited to defined user group by IntrAnet login 
• Availability: limited time (e.g. during specific classes or during residency) 

  AND 
• Authors’ rights are respected and contributions acknowledged 

• Pragmatic and optimal to uniformly give credit where credit is due AND cite Copyright law 
• Include author, source, and other attribution material whenever known 
• Copyright Notice: “The materials on the course Web site contain copyrighted material and are 

solely for the use of students enrolled in this course for purposes associated with the course and 
may not be further disseminated.” 

• If using material outside of “Licensed” audience: 
• Apply fair use tests   

• Pragmatic to interpret rules conservatively and seek permission if “fair use” rights are hazy and 
author / publisher is known (and alive) and easily queried 
• Can use materials while seeking permission 
• Institutions would be well served to have established individuals who seek permission in a 

uniform and documented manner 

• Medical knowledge base: ever-expanding in breadth and depth 
• Audience: Increasingly high expectations for polished, accessible, 

relevant content   
• Curriculum materials 
• Resources, vetted 

• In that context, it is challenging to  
• Construct comprehensive and high-quality medical education 

teaching materials and interactions based on one’s own 
collection of images, diagrams, and tables.   

• Increasingly easy electronic access to a wealth of outstanding 
material from journal articles, textbooks, and Internet content 
allows for the gathering of content to illustrate a specific concept.   

• All of these potential resources are copyrighted, either explicitly or 
implicitly. 

• “Fair use” provisions of the Copyright Act of 1976 permit the use of 
limited amounts of copyrighted materials and spell out four “factors” 
that must be considered.  

• There is virtually no peer-reviewed, published guidance regarding 
the use of such material in the medical education setting. 

• Various interests and perspectives 
must be considered in the 
academic use of copyrighted  
materials including the copyright  
holder (author -- sometimes us -- and  
in some cases a publisher) and the 
user and his/her audience 
 

• Objective: 
• Evaluate the “fair use” of copyrighted educational 

materials within the confines of medical education 
• Define opportunities and limitations in the use of 

copyrighted materials 
• In lectures 
• In curricula 

 
• Define Critical Limitation: 

• Use of materials limited to within a campus IntrAnet 
 

• Methods and Materials: 
• Evaluate existing United States copyright law, including the 

four "fair use" criteria and the “TEACH” (Technology, 
Education, and Copyright Harmonization) Act, with respect 
medical education 

• Literature, Web-based resources , and textbooks were 
queried and evaluated when available 

• Virtually no detailed reference to copyright and fair use 
in the medical education setting was identified in the 
PubMed-indexed medical literature 

• Define the opportunities and limitations in the use of 
copyrighted material by evaluating a wide variety of use-
cases 
 

• Audience: Medical Education 
• Medical students 
• Residents 
• Fellows  
 

• Content / Modalities to address a specific topic area – Faculty 
/ Specialist Vetted 

• Lectures 
• PowerPoint 
• Text file 

• “Textbooks” – standard and electronic 
• Remain a cornerstone of medical and graduate medical 

education (GME) 
• Peer-reviewed articles PDF’s 
• Specific content  

• Diagrams 
• Tables 

 
• Goals: 

• Distinguish critical elements of “fair use” provisions of the 
US Copyright law relevant to medical education 

• Develop “Use Case” examples exemplifying 
• Fair use of copyrighted material 

• Context of use 
• Volume used 

• Appropriate citation of materials 
• Source appropriately credited 
• Source accessible to interested parties 
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